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• VIRTUES OF PRAYING IN 
CONGREGATION

• ETIQUETTES AND RULINGS OF PRAYING 
IN CONGREGATION

• MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES RELATED TO 
PRAYING IN CONGREGATION

SALAT AL-JAMA’AH

(Praying in Congregation)
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VIRTUES OF PRAYING JAMA’AH

(Praying In Congregation)

Performing the prayers in congregation is a sunnah 
mu'akkadah (stressed Sunnah) and has many virtues. 

 Ibn 'Umar reports that the Prophet said: "Prayer in congregation is superior to 
a prayer performed individually by twenty-seven degrees." (Bukhari and 
Muslim). 

 Abu Hurairah reports that the Prophet said: "The prayer of a man in 
congregation is twenty-five times more superior (in reward) to his prayer in his 
house or market - and this is because he makes the wudu' and perfects it and 
goes to the mosque with the sole purpose of performing the salah. He does not 
take a step without being raised a degree and having one of his sins erased. 
When he prays, as long as he does not lose his wudu, the angels keep on 
praying [for him] 'O Allah, bless him. O Allah, have mercy on him.' And he is 
considered in salah as long as he is waiting for the salah." (Bukhari and 
Muslim). 
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WOMEN AND 
CONGREGATIONAL PRAYERS 

It is better for women to pray in their houses than to attend 
congregational prayers. However, they may go to the mosque and 
attend the congregational prayer if they avoid wearing or using any 
attractive or tempting adornment or perfume. 

 The Prophet said: “Do not prevent the women from going to the mosques, although their 
houses are better for them.” (Ahmad and Abu Dawud) 

 The Prophet said: "Do not keep the slave girls of Allah from the mosques of Allah. And 
they are to go out unperfumed.” (Ahmad and Abu Dawud)

 The Prophet said: "Any woman who uses some scent should not be present with us during 
the night prayer." (Muslim, Abu Dawud, an-Nasa'i) 

 Humaid as-Sa'diyah came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "O Messenger of Allah, I 
love to pray with you." The Prophet said: "I am aware of that, but your salah in your 
residence is better for you than your salah in your people's mosque. And your salah in 
your people's mosque is better than your salah in the [larger] congregational Mosque." 
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PRAYING AT A LARGER 
AND MORE DISTANT MASJID

It is preferable to pray in a mosque that is farther away and that 
has a larger congregation. 

• The Prophet said: "The one who gets the greatest reward for a prayer is the one 
who walks the farthest distance." (Muslim)

• The Prophet said: "The salah of a man with another man is purer than the salah 
of a man by himself. [In the same way,] his salah with two men is purer than 
his salah with only one man, and what is more, it is most dear to Allah."
(Ahmad, Abu Dawud, an-Nasa'i, Ibn Majah and Ibn Hibban)  
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GOING TO THE MOSQUE CALM 
AND WITH DIGNITY 

It is preferred for one to walk to the mosque with calm and 
dignity and not in a hurry or rushing. This is because the 
person is considered to be in prayer when he is going to the 
salah (and also while he is waiting for it).

 Abu Qatadah says: "We were praying with the Prophet when we heard the 
clamoring of some men. When they had prayed, the Prophet inquired: 'What 
was the matter with you?' They answered: 'We were hurrying for the salah.' He 
said: 'Do not do that...when you come to the salah come in peace and calm, and 
pray what you can with congregation and complete what you have missed.'"
(Bukhari and Muslim)

 The Prophet said: "When you hear the iqamah, proceed to the prayer with calm 
and dignity and do not rush. Pray what you can (with congregation) and 
complete what you miss." (Related by the group except for at-Tirmidhi) 
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THE IMAM SHOULD BE "EASY" 
ON HIS FOLLOWERS 

 The Prophet said: "If one of you leads the people in prayer, he should 
be "easy," on them for among the people are the weak, sick, and aged. If 
one prays by himself, one may make it as long as one wishes." (Related 
by the group)

 The Prophet said: "Sometimes I enter prayer and I intend to prolong it, 
but then I hear a child crying, and I shorten my prayer thinking of the 
distress of the child's mother." 

 Anas said: "I have not prayed behind anyone who prayed a lighter salah 
or a more complete prayer than that of the Prophet." (Bukhari and 
Muslim)
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THE IMAM MAY PROLONG THE FIRST 
RAK'AH TO ALLOW OTHERS TO JOIN 

It is permitted for the imam to prolong the first rak'ah while 
waiting for others to join the congregation. In the same way, 
it is preferred for him to wait for people who are coming 
during the bowings and during the final sitting. 

 Abu Sa'id says: "If the (congregational) salah was begun, one could go 
to al-Baqi', relieve himself, make wudu', and return and find the 
Prophet still in the first rak'ah for he would prolong it (first rak'ah)."
(Ahmad, Muslim, Ibn Majah, and an-Nasa'i)
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OBLGATION TO FOLLOW THE IMAM
(And prohibition not to precede him)

 The Prophet said: "The imam is selected to be followed; therefore, do not differ 
with him. When he makes the takbir, make the takbir, when he goes into ruku', 
make ruku'. When he says 'Allah hears him who praises Him,' say 'O Allah, our 
Lord, to You belongs the Praise.' When he goes into sajdah, make sajdah. If he 
prays sitting, then all should be sitting." This is related by the group. In the 
version by Ahmad and Abu Dawud, the wording is "the imam is to be followed. 
If he makes the takbir, make the takbir, and do not make the takbir until he 
does so. When he goes into ruku', make ruku', and do not perform ruku' until 
he does so. When he goes into sajdah, make sajdah, and do not make sajdah 
until he does so." 

 The Prophet said: "Do you not fear that if you raise your head before the imam 
Allah may change your head into that of a donkey!" (Related by the group)

 The Messenger of Allah said: "O people, I am your imam, so do not precede me 
in ruku' or in sujood or in qiyam or in sitting or in finishing." (Ahmad and 
Muslim) 
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CONSTITUTION OF A CONGREGATION 

 One person with the imam would constitute a congregation even if the 
other person is a child or a woman. 

 Ibn 'Abbas says: "I stayed with my Aunt Maimunah and the Prophet got 
up to pray during the night. I got up to pray with him and stood on his 
left and the Prophet took me by my hand and put me on his right side."

 Abu Sa' id narrates that a man entered the Mosque, and the Prophet 
and his companions had already prayed. The Prophet said: "Who will 
give charity to him by praying with him?" So, a man from the people 
stood and prayed with him. (Ahmad, Abu Dawud, and at-Tirmidhi)
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AN IMAM MAY CHANGE HIS PLACE 
AND BECOME A FOLLOWER

 Sahl ibn Sa'd said: "The Messenger of Allah went off to take care of the affairs of 
the tribe of 'Amr ibn 'Auf. The time for salah came and the mu'azhzhin went to 
Abu Bakr and said: 'Will you lead the people in salah and I shall make the 
iqamah?' Abu Bakr agreed. [While he was] leading the prayer, the Messenger of 
Allah appeared and joined the rows. The people clapped [their thighs with their 
hands] but Abu Bakr would not turn around during the prayer. When most of 
the people began clapping, he turned and saw the Prophet...[who] pointed to 
Abu Bakr to stay in his place. Abu Bakr raised his hands and praised Allah 
because of what the Prophet had told him. Then, Abu Bakr moved back until he 
joined the rows and the Prophet stepped forward [to lead]. After he had prayed, 
he went to Abu Bakr and said: O Abu Bakr, what prevented you from staying 
there when I told you to do so?' Abu Bakr said: 'It is not fit for the son of Abu 
Quhafah to lead the Prophet in prayer.' Then the Messenger of Allah said: 'Why 
did I see most of you clapping? If you find something in the prayer you should 
say subhanallah, for when you say it, it will attract his (i.e. imam's) attention 
and clapping [thighs with hands] is for the women.'" (Bukhari and Muslim)
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CATCHING UP WITH IMAM 

OR THE CONGREGATION

 Abu Hurairah reports that the Messenger of Allah said: "If you come to 
the salah and we are in sajdah, then make sajdah with us but do not 
count it [as a rak'ah]. And whoever 'catches' the ruku', he catches the 
salah." (Abu Dawud, Ibn Khudhaimah and by al-Hakim)  
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WHEN IT IS PERMISSIBLE TO NOT 

ATTEND CONGREGATION

 Ibn 'Umar narrated that the Prophet ordered the mu'azhzhin to say: 
"Pray in your places," on a cold, stormy night during a journey.
(Bukhari and Muslim)

 Jabir said: "We went on a journey with the Prophet and it rained upon 
us, so he said: 'Whoever wishes may pray in his stopping place.'"
(Ahmad, Muslim, Abu Dawud, and at-Tirmidhi)

 Ibn 'Abbas said to the mu'azhzhin, on a rainy day: "When you say 'I 
bear witness that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah,' do not say 
'Come to the prayer,' but instead say 'Pray in your houses."' The people 
didn't seem to like it, so he asked: "Are you surprised by that? One 
better than me did it [the Prophet]. The congregational prayer is a strict 
order but I hated that you should go out and walk in the mud and on 
slippery ground." (Bukhari and Muslim)
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THE ONE WHO SHOULD 
BE THE IMAM

 Ibn Mas'ud reports that the Prophet "The imam of a people should be 
the one who is the most versed in the Book of Allah. If they are equal in 
their recital, then the one who is most knowledgeable of the sunnah. If 
they are equal in the sunnah, then [it is] the one who migrated first. If 
they are equal in that, then [it is] the eldest. And no man should be an 
imam for another man if the other holds authority [i.e., a leader in any 
capacity or ruler of the Muslim people]. And one should not occupy his 
place of honor in his house without his permission." In another 
narration it is stated: "No man should be the imam for another while 
with the other's family or where the other is in authority." (Ahmad and 
Muslim)
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THE ONE WHO SHOULD BE THE IMAM

 Whose imamate is acceptable 

 Whose imamate is not acceptable 

 It is preferred to have a woman imam for women 

 Evildoer or innovator forbidden to lead prayer 
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MISCELLANEOUS RELATED ISSUES

 Permission to leave the congregational prayer 

 Repeating a salah with a congregation 

 Imam's leaving the place after the salah 

 The imam or followers being elevated

 Following the imam with a barrier in between 

 When imam leaves out an essential act of salah 

 Appointing another to lead the rest of the salah 

 When the people dislike their imam
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THE POSITIONING OF THE IMAM 
AND THE FOLLOWERS

It is preferred for one person to stand to the right of the imam 
and for a "group of two (or more)" to stand behind the imam. 

 Jabir reports: "The Prophet stood to pray and I came and stood on his 
left. He took me by my hand [and led me] around him until I stood on 
his right. Then, Jabir ibn Sakhr came and stood on the left of the 
Messenger of Allah. He took both of us by our hands and pushed us 
back until we stood behind him." (Muslim and Abu Dawud)

If a woman is present with the group, then she is to stand in a 
row by herself behind the men and she is not to join them in 
their rows. 

 Anas said: "An orphan and I prayed behind the Messenger of Allah in 
our house and my mother prayed behind us." In another version it is 
stated: "He put me and the orphan in a row behind him and the woman 
behind us." (Bukhari and Muslim)
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THE POSITION OF THE IMAM

WHILE LEADING THE PRAYER

It is preferred for the Imam to stand in the center of the 
rows and the people closest to him should be the 
people of intellect and understanding. 

 Abu Hurairah reports that the Prophet said: "Let the imam stand in the 
center, and close the gaps in the rows." (Abu Dawud) 

 Ibn Mas'ud reports that the Prophet said: "Let those who are prudent 
and sedate be near me, then those who are next to them, then those who 
are next to them, and beware of the tumult of the market place."
(Ahmad, Muslim, Abu Dawud, and at-Tirmidhi)

 Anas said: "The Prophet loved that the emigrants (muhajarin) and 
helpers (ansar) stand next to him so that they would learn from him."
(Ahmad and Abu Dawud)
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THE POSITIONING OF THE YOUNG 

AND THE WOMEN

 The Messenger of Allah placed the men in front of the young boys and 
the women behind the young boys. (Ahmad and Abu Dawud)

 Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: "The best rows 
for the men are the first rows and the worst rows for them are the last 
rows. The best rows for the women are the last rows and the worst for 
them are the front rows." The last rows are the best for the women 
because they are farther away from the men as against the first rows 
that are nearest to men's rows. (Related by the group except al-Bukhari)
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THE PRAYER OF AN INDIVIDUAL 

BEHIND A ROW

 Abu Bakra reports that he came to the salah while the Prophet was 
performing ruku' and Abu Bakra performed the ruku before he entered 
the row. He mentioned this to the Prophet and he said: "May Allah 
increase your love for goodness, but do not repeat that act." (Ahmad, al-
Bukhari, Abu Dawud, and anNasa'i) 

 Wabsah relates that the Messenger of Allah saw a man praying behind 
the rows by himself and the Prophet ordered him to repeat his salah.
(Related by the five save an-Nasa'i)

 'Ali ibn Shaiban relates that the Messenger of Allah saw a man praying 
behind the row and he waited for him and (when he finished) told him: 
"Go forward (and join the row) for the salah of a person standing alone 
behind the rows is not valid." (Ahmad, Ibn Majah, and al-Baihaqi)
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STRAIGHTENING THE ROWS

AND FILLING THE GAPS

 Anas relates: "The Prophet would turn his face to us before he began the salah and he would say: 'Be 
close together and straighten your rows.'" (Bukhari and Muslim). He also reported that the Prophet 
would say: "Make your rows straight for the straightening of the rows is part of the completion of the 
salah." 

 "The Prophet would straighten us in our rows as one straightens an arrow, until he saw that we had 
learned from him. One day, he saw a person with his chest sticking out and he said: 'You had better 
straighten your rows or Allah will cause differences among you."' (Related by the five)

 The Prophet said: "Straighten your rows and put your shoulders close to each other and be gentle with 
each other and fill in the gaps for the Satan passes through what is between you like small sheep [are 
able to pass through gaps]." (Ahmad and at-Tabarani) 

 The Messenger of Allah said: "Complete the front row, then the ones after it, and if there is any 
incompletion, it should be in the last row." (Abu Dawud, an-Nasa'i, and al-Baihaqi)

 The Messenger of Allah said: "Whoever connects a row, Allah will join him. Whoever cuts off a row, 
Allah will cut him off." (An-Nasa'i, al-Hakim, and Ibn Khuzaimah)

 Jabir ibn Samrah says: "The Prophet came to us and said: 'Why don't you make the rows like the angels 
make their rows in the presence of their Lord?' We asked: 'O Messenger of Allah, how do the angels 
make their rows in the presence of their Lord?' He replied: 'They complete the first row and stand 
closely together, side by side, in the row.'" (Related by the group, save al-Bukhari and at-Tirmidhi)
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ENCOURAGEMENT CONCERNING BEING IN 

THE FIRST ROW AND ON THE RIGHT SIDE

 "If the people knew what [great blessings were] in the call to Salah and in the first 
row the people would vie with one another to call the Adhan and to be in the first 
row, and if they found no way to decide [who would be allowed to make the call to 
salah or to be in the first row] except by drawing lots, then they would draw lots." 

 The Prophet noticed his companions going to the back rows, and he said: "Come 
close and follow me and let those behind follow you. People will continue going to 
the back until Allah will put them in the back." (Muslim, an-Nasa'i, Abu Dawud, and 
Ibn Majah)

 'Aishah reports that the Prophet said: "Allah and His angels send down blessings 
upon those who pray on the right side of the rows." (Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah)

 The Prophet said: "Allah and the angels send do not blessings upon the first row." 
The people inquired: "O Messenger of Allah, and upon the second row?" The 
Prophet again said: "Allah and the angels send down blessings upon the first row." 
The people asked again: "O Messenger of Allah, and upon the second row?" Finally 
he said: "And upon the second row." (Ahmad and at-Tabarani)
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REPEATING IMAM'S WORDS 

FOR OTHERS IN THE BACK ROWS

 If some people cannot hear the imam, it is preferred for one 
to repeat in a loud voice the imam's words for the others to 
hear. 

 There is consensus among scholars that repeating aloud 
after the imams without there being any real need for it is 
an abhorent innovation. 
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JAZAKUM ALLAH KHAYRAN

Questions
24

May Allah increase our knowledge!

AMEEN


